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Illuminated Virtual
Skylight

Gen 3

Linear Matrix illuminated Virtual Skylight

Linear Matrix Australia would like to introduce the Third Generation Illuminated Virtual Skylight. 

This latest generation of the illuminated virtual Skylight can be tuned to provide a soft, Warm light for dusk/dawn lighting to a bright 
Daylight to mimic the midday sun using the Linear Matrix CCTW backlit linkable lighting modules.

The lighting control can be fully automated using stand alone smart DALI lighting control or using other lighting automation system 
example Clipsal C-Bus or Philips Dynalite systems. 

The illuminated Virtual Skylight can be installed in a ceiling recesses of as little as 60mm, we recommend recessing the virtual 
skylight to provide depth of field for maximum impact. Illuminated Virtual Skylights can be installed in a range of properties, includ-
ing residential, commercial and even industrial!  

Imagine an illuminated skylight in a ground floor apartment or office, this is exactly the ideal application for the Linear Matrix 
illuminated Virtual Skylight.

The illuminated virtual Skylight is the only real alternative to natural light, the illuminated Virtual Skylight can be supplied with end 
user interchangeable backgrounds, blue skies, forests, abstract artwork, patterns or pure transparent white upon request.

All units can be custom manufactured in any sizes from 650 x 650mm and to 2450 x 3000mm without any
breaks in the scene.

Proudly
Australian made
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End User Interchangeable Skins

Various scenes available 

Profile Depth:  Single Aluminium Profile Design at 60mm Depth

Illumination:  Patented Pending Linear Matrix backlit linkable lighting modules

LED driver:  External of Skylight, comes with 3m cord from driver to frame

Application:  Indoor applications only, not suitable for exposed outdoor use.

Lighting Angle:  150º (if flush mounted - less if recessed)

LED Colour Output:  Single Colour 2700k Warm White
   Single Colour 6000k Pure White
    Adjustable White CCTW from 2700k Warm White to 6500k Pure 
White

Lighting control:  Simple ON/OFF (single colours rendering only),
   
   Dimming: (single colours & Adjustable White)
   Digital Addressable Lighting Interface (DALI),  C-Bus, Dynalite,  
   0-10v analogue control, RF hand held remote control (standalone)
   Capacitive Glass Touch Panel (standalone)
  
Manufacturing sizes: From 650 x 650mm to 2430 x 3000mm

Operating temp range: -1c (no condensation) to 65ºc

Standard frame finishes: Silver (satin natural anodised) or Black (satin black anodised)
   Powder Coat Gloss White (upon request, attracts additional costs)

Scene type :  Edge to Edge Single NO breaks Soft Textile Interchangeable Skin

Mounting:   Recessed Mounting Recommended, Frame pre drilled for stud 
   mounting
   
Approvals:  ETL listed component, SAA approved drivers and complies to 
   Australian electrical standards.

Warranty:   3 year LED illumination & 3 year on LED drivers, All return to base

Illuminated Virtual
Skylight

Gen 3

Technical Data650 x 650mm Exposed Installation - Not Recessed


